
How To Open a Vape Juice Bottle - The
Right Way!
You'd never think it's the simple things that trip you up. Yet there you stand in front of
your brand new vape mod, holding a fresh bottle of an exotic fruit flavor — and you
can't figure out how to open it.

We've had a few emails about this problem, so we thought it best to put it to bed and
help our community out. How can you enjoy a relaxing vaping session without first
knowing the basics, like how to open a vape juice bottle.

Just Like Medicine!

There's a reason they don't want children to have access to vape juice bottles. Just
like companies child-proof bottles of medicine, e-liquid manufacturers child-proof
their bottles as well. Thankfully, there's a simple and foolproof way to get past this
safety feature.

1. First, grip the bottle with one hand. With the other, grab the top cap.

1. Press the top down hard against the bottle.

1. While pressing down, twist counterclockwise until you hear the seals pop.
Note that this might take a bit more force than you're used to.

That's pretty much all it takes, like anything else you don't want people under 18 to
have access to. Of course, it can be more complicated for some, and designs can
vary in the amount of pressure required to open them. We've heard reports of some
people trying to open their bottles of e-juice for nearly an hour.

This can sometimes occur when the vape juice cap does not require that much
pressure downward, only side to side. Sometimes, you only need light force against a
hard turn.

Occasionally, old tricks have been known to help. Sometimes just running the plastic
under a hot tap will make it more malleable.

We even found one Reddit user whose frustration led him to a knife and finally a pair
of scissors. Rest assured, this is probably not what you'll need to do, barring some
unfortunate factory error.

Once the cap is off, you're ready to fill your tank and enjoy the benefits of a fine vape.


